FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
RGM Releases New Option For Its Popular 151 Model
(USA, Mount Joy, PA) February 24, 2016
RGM has announced a new model in its automatic pilots’ watch lineup –
RGM Model 151-PR “Professional Pilot.”
This new model has a very technical but traditional pilot style dial with large Super-Luminova
numbers for low light visibility. Two versions are available: one with a date window at 3 o’clock
and a more period look without a date. The dial displays hours 1 thru 12 and the minutes 5 thru
60. The dial and second hand have red accents which blend nicely with the classic rhodium
finished sword style hands.
A prominent element of all 151 models is the American-made stainless steel case, or option
titanium case. Each case part is cut from a solid block of 316L surgical stainless steel or aircraft
quality titanium. The 151-PR is a functional, technical and aesthetically pleasing pilot watch
which fits very comfortably on the wrist. It is a welcome addition to the RGM 151 lineup of
technical Pilot watches.
About RGM
Since 1992, RGM Watch Company has provided quality, luxury and complicated timepieces to a
variety of clientele. Located in historic Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, RGM is the only watch
company to produce a high-grade mechanical movement in a series in the United States since the
late 1960’s. In addition to producing their own high-grade watches, RGM has been chosen by
museums, note collectors, auction houses, and watch companies to service and restore rare and
exclusive watches. To learn more about the variety of services that RGM offers, please visit
www.rgmwatches.com.
For high-resolution images, click here. Technical data appears below.
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Technical Data – 151-PR

Movement:

RGM/ETA 2892-A2 automatic
21 jewels
28,800 vph
Rhodium Plated
Côtes de Genève
Perlage

Features
Case:

316L American-made stainless steel
Sapphire crystal front
Sapphire crystal back
Titanium also available

Dimensions:

Diameter: 38.5mm
Height: 9.9mm
Width between lugs: 20mm

Dial:

Black with Super-Luminova
Arabic numerals
Optional date at 3 o’clock
Rhodium hands with Super-Luminova
Sweep second hand

Crown:

Traditional stainless steel
Screw-down crown available

Strap:

Brown leather with contrast stitching

Price:

Strap - US$2,950
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